PRODUCT PROFILE

CORK

The Elements by Kentwood Cork Collection updates this classic flooring style with fresh new colors and
patterns, design-friendly wide plank styling, and the ease and convenience of Kentwood’s EDGE glueless
installation technology.

Algarve Block Natural

Lisbon Burl Caramel

Lisbon Burl Licorice

Lisbon Burl Natural

Lisbon Burl Peat

Lisbon Burl Rust

Macau Burl Natural

Porto Grande Cream

Porto Grande Rawhide

Porto Grande Sage

*product selection varies by region, please contact your Kentwood representative for more information

KENTWOOD™ floors are made from real wood, not a manufactured imitation, so every piece of KENTWOOD™ flooring will have a unique appearance. Showroom samples and
photographic reproductions may not be representative of the full range of color, texture and grain variations which can occur in the product itself. Product selection and all
product specifications are subject to change without notice.
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TECHNICAL SPECS

CORK

CONSTRUCTION
-

wide plank style wear layer of genuine cork in a variety of patterns and color choices
cork wear layer, HDF core, cork base
patented glueless installation locking joint system
integral underlay for added ease of installation
bevelled edge boards for stylish appearance

INSTALLATION OPTIONS
OK
OK

GLUELESS INSTALLATION

OK

*

RAD. HEAT

YES

YES

**

Professional installation recommended.

*

Floating install only over radiant heat.

**

BOARD SIZE
Width: 5 7/8” (148mm)
Thickness: 7/16” (11mm)
Length: approx. 36” (915mm)

PKG CONTENTS
20.41 sq/ft (1.896 sq/m)
(Add 5% cutting allowance when calculating amount of flooring required.)

FACTORY FINISH
High performance polyurethane finish

GLOSS LEVEL
12% (+/- 3%)

WARRANTY
25 year residential wear warranty

KENTWOOD™ floors are made from real wood, not a manufactured imitation, so every piece of KENTWOOD™ flooring will have a unique appearance. Showroom samples and
photographic reproductions may not be representative of the full range of color, texture and grain variations which can occur in the product itself. Product selection and all
product specifications are subject to change without notice.
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